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**Title word cross-reference**

3 [BPV+15, BCFS15, CNS15, CS08, DCC+10, DSH+15, ES16, GA16, HSB+09, HRS+16, HWSK14, KRF+14, KFH09, LBM+12, LBC+15, LCD+15, MWL+16, PG15, RGRG09, RRC+10, RAB+16, YH13, ZPS+16, ZSV+16]. n [KT16].

-Grams [KT16].


Appreciates Arabic [BEES15]. Archaeological approaches [PSBM15, RRJBMM16, SBVVL15, VVSB14, ALBA13, DM10].

Archaeology


argumentation [DKB11]. Arrigo [HSB10]. Art [FMAG13, MGB14, ZPS16, IA14, LLS12, ST12].

Artifacts [BCFS15, RRL14, SBVVL15, CCD11, KRF14, MSN13, YH13]. Artistic [GSL15, HGCS11, Yan13]. arts [BB08].


Augmented [DMPC14, RRL14]. author [MBD13]. Automated [TS14].

Automatic

[HHW14, MD12, NKS15, PYR15, PG15, PSB15, SBVVL15, ZLS13].


Beauty [CRR14]. Behaviour [RBX15]. benchmark [HS08]. Benefits [LRD08]. between [ASC12, HS10, LRD08, SS13].


Bring [LCL15]. Buddhist [LLS12].

Buildings [Che15, SBL13].


Case [ALBA13, HDZM16, RDH15, SP16, CCD11, CMN13]. Castle [MM16]. CAVE


Color-Based [HSH14]. Column [SP16]. Columns [LLD15]. Combination [LBC15]. Combining [LBM12].

communications [LSD15]. comparative [YH13]. complex [RGR09].

Computational


Convolutional [AV16]. core [DKB11].

Corpus [KDBM16, CL12, HLL12, ZSLD13, KDBM16]. Cost [ZSV16].


Cross-Period [LDS15]. CT [LBC15].

Cultural

HDZM16, IAY15, KT16, LPD16, MRB14, NKS15, RDH15, RRL14, ASC12, ABV11,
ALBA13, BBG+12, Che14, CMN13, FPMT10, HH13, HGP12, HES09, KRF+14, KFH09, LRDO8, LDD08, MB13, PZF11, RGRG09, SLTL13, SBL+13, SS13, Arn08b, Culture [WKNC14].

D [DSH+15, BPV+15, BCFS15, CNS15, CS08, DCC+10, ES16, GA16, HSB+09, HRS+16, HWSK14, KRF+14, KFH09, LBM+12, LBC+15, LCD+15, MWL+16, PG15, RGRG09, RRC+10, RAB+16, YH13, ZPS+16, ZSV+16]. D-Reconstructed [MWL+16], Damaged [SP16], Dance [ASC+14, MCG11], Data [MWL+16, Min12, MPFC16, ATP11, RGRG09].

DECHO [ABV11], Decorative [ES16]. Deep [DSH+15], Deep-Sea [DSH+15].

Depth [ZPS+16]. described [DG11]. Design [CRR+14, HDZM16, SLTL13].

Designing [Mas16, REBK+16], designs [CKA13], Detail [RRL+14], Detailed [RAB+16, RGRG09]. Detection [TG15, HLYH14, SZMB11], deterioration [HLYH14]. determination [RPA+10].

Developing [HRS+16], Development [HDZM16, ALBA13, HLB14], Device [DMPC14]. Devices [REBK+16], dialogue [MBD+13]. Digital [CNS15, DG11, LCD+15, OTBC11, RDH15, RAB+16, TFK+09, ASC12, ABV11, DS09, KFH09, LBM+12, LLS+12, MSN+13, SLD+12, SS13, YAGU09, YH13, MFRG10].

Digitally [ATP11], Digitization [BPV+15, GA16, HVS+15, Che14].

directing [Yan13], Director-Notation [Yan13]. Discovering [PFF+15], Discrete [VVS14, DT08]. Displacement [GA16].

Do [LLD15], document [GBBS11].

Documenting [YH13], Drama [LPD16].

drawing [RPA+10], drawings [HGCS11, KLST13]. Dream [LCD+15, DI08]. Driving [RRC+10]. Drum [SP16]. Dunhuang [LLS+12], Dust [TG15].

Dynamic [PCC+10, GMMC09], Dynasty [LW16].

easy [MBD+13], Edition [LCD+15].

Editorial [ADP15, Arn08a, Arn08b, Sco12, Sco13].

Effective [BPV+15], Egypt [HES09].
eHeritage [Fri11], electronics [BB08].

Embodied [KCS14, VC11], emulation [BB08]. enabling [CS08]. End [IAY15].

Enhanced [ZPS+16], enhancement [PCC+10], enriched [SBL+13].

Environment [KTHP15], Environments [IAY15], Ephesos [TFK+09], Epigraphic [SDH+16], estimate [GBBS11], ethnography [MA12], Etruscanning [PA14]. Evaluating [COGP16, RBXM15].

Evaluation [ASC+15, BCFS15, BEES15, HGP12]. evolving [HLZ12], examining [KRF+14].

Excavation [SHFS12, ZSV+16].

Excavation-parallel [SHFS12], exercise [CS08], exhibit [GBBS11], exhibition [MWX+12], Experience [CGP15, CRR+14, Mas16, HLYH14].

Experiences [REBK+16], Experimental [WD13], Expert [MBG14]. Exploration [MRB+14, Mas16, OKY15, RRL+14, ABV11], exploratory [Che14], explore [CKA13].

Explorer [YAGU09], Exploring [LDD08, RAB+16], Extracting [BS12].

Extraction [PYR15, PSBM15].

Facilitating [IAY15], Factors [IAY15].

Factual [DKB11], Families [REBK+16], family [DS09].

Fast [AFG15, MGM13, PG15], Features [PSBM15], field [LLS+12], Film [TG15, SZMB11, Yan13], fine [IA14]. First [CGP15], Fisher [AFV16], fitting [USF08].

Flamenco [KDBMG16], flash [DCC+10, MSN+13], flash-based [DCC+10], Flashlight [RRL+14], flow [HES09], Folk [ASC+15], folksonomy [SLD+12], folksonomy-based [SLD+12].
format [LLS$^{+12}$]. Four [SS$_{13}$], fracture [SDF$^{+12}$]. Fragile [SBVVSL$^{+15}$].
Fragments [VVS$_{14}$]. Framework [HDZM$_{16}$, PG$_{15}$, ABV$_{11}$, HH$_{13}$],
frequency [HS$_{08}$]. Fully [NKRS$_{15}$], functions [SRWK$_{13}$]. Futures [KCS$_{14}$],
futurism [DS$_{09}$].

Galgano [PZF$_{11}$]. Game [RBXM$_{15}$, ALBA$_{13}$, BBG$_{+12}$, CMN$_{13}$, HH$_{13}$], games
[MBD$_{+13}$, MB$_{13}$, WD$_{13}$]. Gaming [SS$_{13}$].
gateway [GMMC$_{09}$]. Generation [LW$_{16}$, ZLSD$_{13}$], geometrical [DT$_{08}$].

Geometry [NKRS$_{15}$, PG$_{15}$]. Germany [SHFS$_{12}$]. Gestures [MGMB$_{14}$]. Giza
[HE$_{09}$]. Glasses [Mas$_{16}$]. Glassware [Mas$_{16}$]. global [DI$_{08}$]. Glyph [COGP$_{16}$].

Gradient [ZPS$^{+16}$]. Gradual [SZMB$_{11}$]. Grams [KT$_{16}$]. groups [DT$_{08}$]. guide [KSZ$_{+11}$]. guqin
[NJDZ$_{11}$, SZF$_{+10}$].

Handheld [MM$_{16}$]. Handwriting [NJDZ$_{11}$]. Handwritten [PYR$_{15}$]. Height
[PYR$_{15}$]. Heritage [ES$_{16}$, HDZM$_{16}$, IAY$_{15}$, LPD$_{16}$, MRB$_{+14}$, MWL$_{+16}$, NKRS$_{15}$, RDH$_{15}$, RRL$_{+14}$,
ASC$_{12}$, ABV$_{11}$, ALBA$_{13}$, Arn$_{08b}$, BBG$_{+12}$, Che$_{14}$, CMN$_{13}$, CL$_{12}$, DS$_{09}$, FPM$_{10}$, GSGC$_{08}$, HH$_{13}$, HGP$_{12}$, HES$_{09}$, KFH$_{09}$, LDD$_{08}$, MCG$_{11}$, MB$_{13}$, PZF$_{11}$, RGRG$_{09}$, STLL$_{13}$, SBL$_{+13}$, SS$_{13}$, WD$_{13}$].

Heterogeneous [BCFS$_{15}$]. High [GMMC$_{09}$]. Hill [ATP$_{11}$]. Histograms
[RRJBM$_{16}$]. Historic [TS$_{14}$, SZMB$_{11}$]. Historical [MPFC$_{16}$, Che$_{14}$].
historiography [Min$_{12}$]. History [BG$_{14}$, HVS$_{+15}$, FMAG$_{13}$, LRD$_{08}$].

Holistic [RDH$_{15}$]. House [ATP$_{11}$]. humanity [CL$_{12}$]. Hyper [KRF$_{+14}$].
Hypotheses [KTHP$_{15}$].

iconographic [SBL$_{+13}$]. Identify [KT$_{16}$]. Illuminations [CRR$_{+14}$]. Image

JOCCH [Arn$_{08b}$]. journals [Min$_{12}$]. Journey [CRR$_{+14}$, HLYH$_{14}$]. Just [CS$_{08}$].

kinect [HLYH$_{14}$]. kinect-based [HLYH$_{14}$]. Knowledge [BCH$_{+15}$, DI$_{08}$]. Kunqu
[Che$_{14}$].

Laban [ASC$_{+15}$]. Land [KCS$_{14}$]. Language
[MPFC$_{16}$, WKNC$_{14}$, HLZ$_{12}$, OTBC$_{11}$].

Large [MBR$_{+14}$, RAB$_{+16}$, ZSV$_{+16}$, CCD$_{+11}$, LLS$_{+12}$]. large-format [LLS$^{+12}$].


Natural [HVS^{+15}, WKNC14, LRD08]. Network [AFV16, DI08]. Neural [AFV16]. Notation [TS14, NJDZ11]. Novelty [PFF^{+15}]. Nrityakosha [MCG11].


X [LBM+12]. X-ray [LBM+12].

years [BS12].

zither [SZF+10]. zone [SHFS12].
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